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Windtalkers (2002) - IMDb The director's cut of Windtalkers doesn't turn a mediocre Woo film into a masterpiece, but it is certainly an improvement. Main
advantages of the DC are more fleshed out characters. You get more background on all main characters, including the two Navajo code talkers. Windtalkers Wikipedia Windtalkers on IMDb ; Windtalkers at the TCM Movie Database; Windtalkers at the American Film Institute Catalog; Windtalkers at Box Office Mojo;
Windtalkers at Rotten Tomatoes; Windtalkers at Metacritic; Movie stills; Hollywood and the Pentagon: A Dangerous Liaison A documentary exploring issues
relating to Department of Defense involvement in film production. Windtalker - definition of windtalker by The Free Dictionary windtalker - a secret agent who was
one of the Navajos who devised and used a code based on their native language; the code was unbroken by the Japanese during World War II codetalker intelligence
agent , intelligence officer , operative , secret agent - a person secretly employed in espionage for a government.

WindTalker | Click | Protect | Share WindTalker Data Security - Safe and Easy Information Sharing | Click | Protect | Share WindTalker enables non-technical
business users to securely share information within the worldâ€™s most common applications. The Real â€˜Windtalkersâ€™ of WWII: The Story of a Navajo Code
... Former Navajo code talker Thomas Begayâ€™s legacy in the military service continued on with his sone, Ronald Begay, who followed in his footsteps as a
soldier. The younger Begay served as a US Airborne Ranger. Windtalkers (6/10) Movie CLIP - Call in the Code (2002) HD Joe's orders are to "baby sit" Ben during
the invasion of Saipan, protecting him if possible, but -- if the code-talker's capture becomes imminent -- to kill him before he falls into enemy hands.

Native American 'windtalker' and Second World War hero ... Harjo, like all code talkers, worked on the radio to transmit and receive messages. The Native
Americans were mainly used by the Marines, who had created an unbreakable code created from the. Windtalkers Movie Review & Film Summary (2002) | Roger
Ebert "Windtalkers" devotes minimal time to the code talkers, however, and when they do talk, it's to phone in coordinates for an air strike against big Japanese guns.
Since these guns cannot be moved before airplanes arrive, a call in English would have had about the same effect. Code talker - Wikipedia On November 15, 2008,
The Code Talkers Recognition Act of 2008 (Public Law 110-420), was signed into law by President George W. Bush, which recognizes every Native American code
talker who served in the United States military during WWI or WWII (with the exception of the already-awarded Navajo) with a Congressional Gold Medal, designed
as distinct for each tribe, with silver duplicates awarded to the individual code talkers or their next-of-kin.

Windtalkers (2002) - Rotten Tomatoes Critics Consensus: The action sequences are expertly staged. Windtalkers, however, sinks under too many clichÃ©s and only
superficially touches upon the story of the code talkers.
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